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After Party Game After Party Customer Journey Map 
 

 

Phase Awareness 
(1 week) 

Research 
(1 day) 

Playing 
(2 weeks duration) 

Multiplayer Game 
(10 weeks) 

Goal 
 
The potential player 
should learn about the 
game and how fun it is. 

 
The player quickly checks 
if there are alternative 
games, if the game is fun 
for her taste, etc. 

 
The player is deeply involved with the basic gameplay, trying 
to manage to navigate through the levels. 

 

 
 

Website 

 
 
 
 

 
      Touchpoint Map 

 

App Store     

Review Site     

Social Media     

Friends & Family     

Tutorial     

Level 1     

Level 2     

Support email     

Forum     

Satisfaction with 
touchpoint We received good 

feedback from friends, 
families and active 
users. Not too much 
social media shares… 

Players on the app store 
reported that the game is 
easy to play; good ratings. 
The icon has been 
updated to increase 
acceptance. 

The course of the game seems to be good. The tutorial has 
good conversation rates. However, The original Level 3 
seemed to be too hard to get through what triggered some 
frustrations among players with small screen devices 
(phones vs. tablets). It is now updated to be playable on 
both, mobile phones and tablets. 

The multiplayer module is not yet 
available. But testers of the 
paper-prototype like it already, 
even thou the setup is still too 
tricky. 

Level of effort LOW 
“Friends 
normally tell me 
what’s cool.” 

MEDIUM 
“I watch several hours 
of YouTube videos 
before I start playing a 
game.” 

MEDIUM 
“The game is too hard, the initial levels to tricky 
to get. But I like the tutorial. Itis pretty neat with 
few text. You start right into the game.” 

HIGH 
“Wow, the other players are 
quite demanding and it is 
hard to be at the top of the 
highscore all week long.” 

 

 
The After Party game is an 
educational and fun game for 
mobile phones. The target 
group are casual gamers, 
young adults and new drivers. 
Because they are pretty 
mobile by using public 
transport or bikes and cars, 
they often use their smart 
phones to play. 
 
 
“I love to play simple games 
like Temple Run a lot” – 
potential player 
 
“I rarely read brochures, 
guides or manuals.” – 
potential player 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This Customer Experience Journey Map 
has been created by game studio 

Gbanga Millform AG 

 
 

Reviews, App Icon, etc. in 
the App Store might 
prevent players from 
installing it 

Multiplayer is tricky. It’s 
why it hast o work 
immediately. There might 
be some questions 
through support emails. 

The very first 
contact is through 
friends and family 
that talk about the 
game 

Normally, players 
first check a 
website with info. 

The tutorial is a crucial 
point where the player’s 
patience is only about a 
few seconds! 

Touch point 

Moment of Truth 
(critical) 


